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The corporate world is changing everyday and people are venturing in to new fields of work. For a
long time, dot matrix impact printers have been used in the offices and business houses. But with
these ever changing business environments, new and complex high volume printing requirements
are also on the rise. To keep up with these requirements, we need hassle free and reliable printing
solutions to make printing fast and efficient. The very popular IBM has a solution for all the problems-
 the IBM 6400.

IBM or the International Business Machines Corporation had launched its IBM 6400 printer family of
dot matrix impact printers in 1995. This line of heavy duty printers are a combination of the latest
matrix technology and are economical at the same time. They have the ability to print 500 to 2000
letters per second depending on the model. They are also very user friendly making it faster and
easier for people to operate. One of the few key attributes of the 6400 printers, are the affordable
ink options and high quality input. Unlike other impact printers in which the user has to manage
manually, the IBM 6400 can automatically adjust forms-thickness. Another factor that makes these
printers better than any other similar line of printers is that the issue paper jamming and restarting is
comparatively lesser. Open pedestal or enclosed cabinet are the two configurations in which these
printers are available. The enclosed cabinet ones have a great feature of producing even less sound
than laser printers.

Few models that are part of the ibm 6400 printer hundred family, are Model i05/i5P, Model i10/i1P,
Model i15 and Model i20. IBM has efficient service centers, which caters to queries and complaints.
All in all, the IBM 6400 has proven to be a good investment for people who require fast and
manageable printing solutions.
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For more information on a ibm 6400, check out the info available online at
http://www.datasystemsplus.com/products/index.cfm/Product_ID/8/Product_Subcategory_ID/1/Produ
ct_Category_ID/9/Product_Group_ID/11
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